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Building. The Observatory consists of an equatorial room 
1414 feet in diameter, capped by a hemispherical dome, and a 
transit room 15x16 feet, connected by a short passage. The 
material is pressed brick trimmed with stone.

Location. The Observatory is situated about 250 feet north 
of the main entrance of the college, and on the termination of 
the spur of a hill from which there is an abrupt descent in all 
directions except the south. The transit is in longitude 6 h. 
23 m. 46.96 s. west of Greenwich, and in latitude 41 degrees 
16 minutes 5.6 seconds north, and its axis is 1.129 feet or 344 
meters above sea level, and 167 feet above the city datum plane 
or the lowest low water of the Missouri river at this place. 
The transit commands the entire meridian, and the equatorial 
the entire sky except a portion between the south and the 
southwest.

The location of the Observatory was determined as well 
by private observations of stars, as by connection with a pri
mary station of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey 
about half a mile distant. On August 5, 6, 7, 1887, a formal 
exchange of longitude signals took place between The Creigh
ton Observatory and the Naval Observatory in Washington, 
D. C. And on April 25 and 30 and May 3, 1900, the Observa
tory of the University of Nebraska at Lincoln obtained its 
longitude from Creighton Observatory by an exchange of tele
phonic clock signals.

Equipment. A Steward five-inch equatorial telescope is 
provided with divided circles, a driving clock, and a Steinheil 
grating spectroscope.

A Fauth three-inch transit is equipped with right ascen
sion and declination micrometers and a divided circle read by 
micrometer microscopes to the tenth of a second.



A modified two-inch Steward altazimuth carries a double 
eve-piece micrometer and a zenith level.

A vault with triple walls contains a Howard mean time 
and a Fa nth sidereal clock.

There are also a Fa nth chronograph, a Heinrich chrono
meter, a sextant, a double-mirror heliostat, Bailey’s astral 
lantern, fifteen-inch Joslin globes, a variety of eyepieces and 
other attachments.

The building is lighted by sixteen-candle-power electric 
lamps, and the instruments by one-candle-power lamps. For 
many years the chronograph received daily the Washington 
clock signals.

Foundation. The equatorial was purchased in 1884 and 
permanently mounted in 1886. The transit was set up in 1887, 
and the clock vault built in 1889.

Object. The observatory was erected for a double purpose. 
First, for the instruction of students. Besides the regular stu
dents in the college course of astronomy, there have been spe
cial and advanced ones, mostly during the vacation months.

Secondly, to subserve the zeal of its directors. This has 
depended upon their own inclinations and the time they could 
spare from other duties. In following this inclination the 
Directors have given their attention to the observation of 
occasional phenomena and to writing for the standard Astro
nomical Journals and for several popular magazines.

Recognition. The Observatory was first noticed in the 
report of the Smithsonian Institution of 1885, then in those of 
1886 and 1888, and was placed upon its official list of the 
world’s observatories in 1902. It is described in the Congres
sional record of the 56th Congress, first session, by Hon. W. 
E. Chandler in his speech of April 11, 1900. It is listed in 
Popular Astronomy No. 75, and in the Revue des Questions 
Scientifiques in 1906. And finally it appears in Les Observa- 
toires Astronomiques and les Astronomes issued by the Ob- 
servatoire Royal de Belgique in 1907.


